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Brasserie des Franches-Montagnes (BFM) Brut Dd Franches 2015 
starstarstarstarstar_half 4,33 
Golden Ale - 8 º

 1 Price  



 Bottleworks
De Dolle Brouwers Stille Nacht Belgian Golden Strong 2015 33cl 

12%

Stille Nacht (Silent Night) is a prestige beer from De Dolle Brouwers, brewed for Christmas. It ...h white candy sugar in the kettle. The Nugget hops gives an extra bitterness to balance the extreme sweetness due to the density. The taste triangle is completed with some acidity of the fermenta ...
$9.00




 Bottleworks
Vanberg & DeWulf LambickX Zenne Valley Private Domain French Oak-Aged Lambic 2015 375ml 

5.75%

Lambickx De Troch has a heady aroma of grass, peaches and sour apples with a hint of smoke an ... that is big in flavor, with a round acidity and citrus-forward notes of lemon, tangerine and grapefruit. The bold flavors soften into a rich, sour-sweet finish laced with tannic wood notes. Not  ...
$22.00




 Belgian Whalez
Cantillon Grand Cru Bruocsella BRUT 2016 + 2015  Belgian Whalez 

This is a blend of two exquisite 3 year old lambics chosen for their outstanding character, bottled  ...and bottle conditioned. We like to say that it's Brussels life in a bottle.
$260.00




 Belgian Whalez
Cantillon Grand Cru Bruocsella BRUT 2015  Belgian Whalez 

This is a blend of two exquisite 3 year old lambics chosen for their outstanding character, bottled  ...and bottle conditioned. We like to say that it's Brussels life in a bottle. Exclusively for BXLBeerFest 2019.
$145.00




 Brewers Association
The New Brewer Magazine 2015 Issues 

Published in 1983 to help commercial start-up breweries find their way during the early days of the  ...ft brewing community. Today, The New Brewer offers practical insights and advice for breweries ranging in size from fewer than 100 barrels per year up to more than six million barrels.

Content i ...
$15.00
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